Across western North America, Mimulus guttatus exists as many local populations adapted to site-12 specific challenges including salt spray, temperature, water availability, and soil chemistry. Gene flow 13 between locally adapted populations will effect genetic diversity in both local demes and across the larger 14 meta-population. A single population of annual M. guttatus from Iron Mountain, Oregon (IM) has been 15 extensively studied and we here building off this research by analyzing whole genome sequences from 34 16 inbred lines from IM in conjunction with sequences from 22 Mimulus individuals from across the 17 geographic range. Three striking features of these data address hypotheses about migration and selection 18 in a locally adapted population. First, we find very high intra-population polymorphism (synonymous π = 19 0.033). Variation outside genes may be even higher, but is difficult to estimate because excessive 20 divergence affects read mapping. Second, IM exhibits a significantly positive genome-wide average for 21 Tajima's D. This indicates allele frequencies are typically more intermediate than expected from 22 neutrality, opposite the pattern observed in other species. Third, IM exhibits a distinctive haplotype 23 structure. There is a genome-wide excess of positive associations between minor alleles; consistent with 24 an important effect of gene flow from nearby Mimulus populations. The combination of multiple data 25 types, including a novel, tree-based analytic method and estimates for structural polymorphism 26 (inversions) from previous genetic mapping studies, illustrates how the balance of strong local selection, 27 limited dispersal, and meta-population dynamics manifests across the genome. 28 29
INTRODUCTION

34
The Mimulus guttatus species complex is an enormous collection of localized populations, some 35 of which are recognized as distinct taxa (e.g. Mimulus nasutus) [1, 2] or ecotypes (e.g. annual and 36 perennial) [3] . Over the past two decades, M. guttatus has emerged as a powerful model system for 37 addressing evolutionary and ecological questions related to local adaptation, inbreeding, and maintenance 38 of variation [4, 5] . Endemic to western North America, M. guttatus has adapted to a wide range of 
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To explore these predictions, we examine the population genomics of a single focal population in 62 conjunction with data from the larger meta-population. Our focal population, IM, has been the subject of 63 intense evolutionary and ecological research for the past 30 years. IM is an annual population where 64 lifespan is strictly limited by water availability. During the short window between the spring snow melt 65 and summer drought (routinely 6-10 weeks), seedlings must grow, flower, mate, and set seed. These 66 abiotic pressures impose strong selection on IM [19, 20] and the population exhibits adaption to local 67 conditions [6] . Despite this, IM retains high internal variability in both molecular and quantitative 68 genetic traits [21, 22] . Recent studies have also revealed extensive structural (chromosomal) variation.
69
Major inversions segregate both within IM (on Linkage Groups 6 and 11 [23, 24] ) and also between IM 70 and other populations (on Linkage Groups 5, 8, and 10 [3, 12, 25]). Inversions are predicted to directly 71 influence migration-selection balance, and may have extensive effects on molecular variation owing to 72 recombination suppression.
74
We use a combination of analytical techniques to characterize patterns of polymorphism, divergence and 75 haplotype structure. By reconstructing distance-based trees for thousands of intervals across the entire 76 genome, we evaluate patterns of relatedness and the possibility of gene flow into IM. Two primary 77 conclusions emerge. First, despite the fact that IM is a localized population composed of only a few 78 hundred thousand individuals, synonymous site diversity is among the highest reported for any organism. 
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After the initial genotyping, we masked putative SNPs that were excessively heterozygous (in more than 120 25% of lines) as these are likely due to mis-mapped reads. This is likely, for example, in regions of the 121 reference genome where paralogs are incorrectly collapsed into a single gene. We further suppressed 122 entire genomic intervals where, across lines, the mean heterozygosity dividing the average expected 
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Identification of related lines: After the genotype filtering described above, we constructed a 133 similarity matrix for all IM lines using the Emboss fdnadist program with the Jukes-Cantor substitution 134 matrix. A total of 4.1 million SNPs were called in 43 or more IM lines. Based on this approach, we ! 7! identified lines that were excessively similar (Supplemental Figure 2 ). For instance, IM777 is 0.997 136 similar to IM323. We thus determined these lines to be relatives and eliminated the IM323 from 137 subsequent analyses. In addition, we also calculated the proportion of divergent sites through pairwise 138 comparisons and used these values to identify related individuals. However, a low level of variability is 139 consistent with a random sample from a large well-mixed population. IM109 is more divergent, but when 140 considering the whole genome, is not a genuine outlier (Supplemental Figure 3 Figure 4A ). Given this relationship, we opted to focus our analyses 153 where data was most complete using two complimentary approaches. First, based on the fact that the 154 fraction of missing data is considerably lower in coding regions (Supplemental Figure 4B ) we conducted 155 a series of gene-based analyses (e.g. synonymous versus non-synonymous diversity). The mean fraction 156 of called bases in coding regions, calculated for each line, ranged from 0.63 to 0.86 ( Supplemental Table   157 2 
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Nucleotide diversity within IM: Within genes, synonymous nucleotide diversity is very high π syn = 0.033 216 (Supplement Figure 5) . Mean non-synonymous diversity is π non-syn = 0.006 (Supplemental Figure 5 ).
217
Nucleotide diversity was significantly lower in interior exons (Supplemental Figure 6) . Exon numbers 218 one through five had mean π values of 0.0122, 0.0111, 0.0102, 0.0098, and 0.0092, respectively. Exon 219 specific GC content was correlated with nucleotide diversity; π and GC content were both highest in the 220 first exon (Supplemental Figure 6) . Table 4 ). The majority (64,913) of windows showed IM as polyphyletic -some IM lines 267 more similar to outgroup sequences than other IM lines (Supplemental Table 4 ). Genome-wide, 268 IM monphyletic windows were found both in gene dense and gene sparse regions. To further explore this data,
269
we calculated the number of outgroup samples that would have to be removed from the tree for IM to be 270 monphyletic. For 6,958 of the trees, only one outgroup sequence would have to be removed to restore IM 271 monophyly (Supplemental Table 5 ). For 48% of these 6,958 trees, the geographically proximate Iron
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Mtn. Perennial (IMP) was responsible for IM paraphyly (Supplemental Table 5 ). This pattern is evident 273 across all linkage groups but the incidence is highest for LG8 where 65% of polyphyletic trees where IM 274 monophyly is ruined by a single individual are due to IMP (Supplemental Table 5 ). 
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Relationship of Var[π] and tree topology:
315
Nucleotide diversity within Iron Mountain (IM) is extremely high for a single population (π Genome = 0.014, 316 π syn = 0.033). The genomic estimate of 0.014 is likely underestimated given the strong tendency for ! 14! missing data to increases with divergence from the reference genome (Supplemental Figure 4 ).
318
Downward bias of π outside of genic regions results from ascertainment; we are less likely to map (and 319 thus analyze) sequences that are most divergent. This is not surprising, but to our knowledge, has not 320 been clearly demonstrated previously. We expect this to be a general phenomenon extending across most 321 studies of this kind. Here, we suspect that the high level of within population insertion/deletion variation 322 reported for IM annuals contributes to incomplete mapping and subsequent underestimation of nucleotide 
